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WELCOME
TO ED I T I O N T W E LV E !

It’s 2018! Happy New Year and
welcome to our newsletter edition
TWELVE.
After our last newsletter it went into
a busy period for inspiration at events
such as Design Junction, London
Design Fair and so on… We burnt up a
few miles whilst visiting these and have
some inspirational images included in
this edition.
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TRENDS

ANOTHER
PLACE

Our favourite trends at the moment is
that comfy lounge look with the eclectic
mix of sofas, ottomans, sheepskin rugs
and coffee tables all perfect for that
impromptu meeting or agile workspace
where you can let the creativity with a
coffee flow.

THE LAKE DISTRICT

(Source: via Pinterest/Zohi Interiors.)

This year is a year of focus on many key
areas of the business and the teams will
be having a number of quarterly targets
to hit in order to develop some exciting
projects from product development
to the new catalogue and global
development.

(Source: via Pinterest/Zohi Interiors.)

If you would like to find out about a
specific project or product, please email
us at info@uhs-group.com or contact
our team on 0330 1222 400.

DAN GILLMORE

EDITOR

Another Place is a new collection of
hotels. Whether on the coast, by a lake,
in the countryside or the city, each
hotel will reflect its distinct, exceptional
location. Another Place hotels are for
people who want to experience a new
environment to its full, without losing a
sense of home and belonging.
UHS worked closely with the design
team and the team from Watergate
Bay to come up with a fantastic range
of furniture for the inside and out to
enhance the experience and comfort for
the guests.
Image credit: Anthropology

Image credit: Anthropology
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SPOTLIGHT ON OUR NEW TEAM MEMBER
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WHO IS
NEW?
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Classic
upholstered
bar stool with
ribbed back
feature.
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WHAT DO YOU DO AT UHS?
As Key Account Manager I’m
responsible for maximising
opportunities with key accounts
with the aim of becoming the sole
or primary supplier. I maintain and
nurture key stakeholder relationships
enabling me to best understand and
meet the needs of our customers.
Representing UHS at all times
with the highest possible levels of
professionalism and integrity.
WHAT CAN YOU TELL US ABOUT
YOUR LIFE OUTSIDE OF THE
WORK?

MILAN,

ALESSANDRO
BORGHESE
RESTAURANT
www.uhs-group.com
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“Cooking is an act of love, I want to
convey an emotion, I want to please
you who comes to visit me, I want to
make my guests happy”
Alessandro Borghese
In this project we supported the
architect Alfredo Canelli to achieve the
outstanding restaurant for Celebrity
Chef Alessandro Borghese.

I love to cook and to share that with
family and friends whether they want
me to or not! Travelling is a passion
I try to indulge as often as possible
and often has the bonus of leading
me to new culinary discoveries. I love
meeting new people, seeing new
places and learning about different
cultures and ways of doing things,
which fascinates me. I also love going
to live music events and can often be
found at various gigs and festivals.

A new trend that is
revolutionising the
workplace!
A new generation trend… UHS are
currently collaborating with some of the
top Co Working providers supplying a
great range of products to furnish the
spaces.

WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE
FOOD?
Too many to list based on mood,
season and which way the wind is
blowing at any given time. However
being South African I can’t really not
say, quite simply, a well seasoned
rare steak accompanied by a great
Pinotage.
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HERE IS
W H AT O U R
TEAM IN
I TA LY A R E
UP TO:

I N S P I R AT I O N
100% DESIGN / LONDON DESIGN FAIR / DESIGN JUNCTION / RESTAURANT SHOW
THE INDEPENDENT HOTEL SHOW / SLEEP

DON
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I
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SOHO, LONDON

SLEE

RESTA
URA
SHOW NT

NANDOS

P

AWARDS CEREMONY
Located on Frith Street in Soho, London – this brand new Nando’s restaurant shows
it’s true South African colours. Gold and Green leathers are ever present, with exotic
reds and bright yellows popping out on selected dining chairs and tables. The table
tops and fixed dining tables are real show stoppers, with light and dark stains creating
the most amazing patterns. This restaurant is truly one of a kind, and we at UHS
Group are delighted to have supplied the furniture for it!
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RESTAURANT & BAR DESIGN AWARDS
An event held in Kings Cross where some of our
prestigious projects were entered!, Congratulations to
Kitty Hawk London who was a winner.
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FINAL END OF YEAR

EVENTS
ADVENT
CALENDAR
We sweetened up our clients with a months’
worth of traditional sweets, every day in our
advent calendars there was either a lemon
sherbets, lime chocolates, rhubarb and custard
or humbug!

END OF
YEAR MEAL
As always we had a fantastic and happy ending
to the year with a meal set on by the Directors!
This time we had festive burgers that consisted
of a high quality burger with bacon, deep fried
camembert and cranberry sauce, fries and Beer
battered onion rings… followed by a chocolate
brownie and cream.
We did not go home hungry!

EGY
STRAT
DAY

ITALY STRATEGY
DAY IN ROME
The Global team got together at the end of the year
to strategise a collaboration and move forward on
a global scale. A great couple of days with, as usual,
amazing food that you always get in Italy.
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